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message from the President

our members, as well as the trends and opportunities that the
market has to offer. That is why we dedicate this show to the
Millennials. The world is constantly evolving and with evolution comes more changes. The old ways start fading away
while the younger generations bring to the table a new way
of doing things, so we must learn to coexist if we don’t want
to become obsolete in the business world.

I

t is with great pleasure that I welcome all our members to our 28th Regional Trade Show, and the second one since a group of colleagues decided to
take upon the challenge of making a transformation.

As with every change, some things will be for the better
and there will be others not as good.
In summary, I can say that most of it has been for the better, and the only not so good part of it is the fact that we still
don’t have an Executive Director. We’ve done so many changes, that it just makes me wonder all the wonderful things
we would have been able to accomplish if we’ve had one. Regardless, what a wonderful ride it has been!

I encourage all of you to sign up for the Education Day
to understand what they are, how they think and what is important to them. This entirely new generation of potential
clients for your services and products, called “The Millennials”, live, function and operate in quite a different way than
previous generations. If we want to do business with them,
we better learn how to communicate with them.
Are you marketing to millennials? If not, you’re missing
a $2.4 trillion market. Use the Education Day to understand
and sell to millennials and boost your bottom line.
Hope you have a great show… Enjoy it my friends!

Silvia

With this event we also say goodbye to some of our board
friends that have worked so hard next to me, for this my first
term.
I have to thank Miguel, our treasurer, for accepting the
nomination when I called him two years ago… he said: “For
you, I’ll do it again” (he’s also a past president), and I can only
feel gratitude for his gesture and commitment to the team.
And then there is Manolo, the president before me and
my mentor. There are no words that can fully express what
this opportunity has done for me. So for now, and as I’ve said
so many times before, I’ll just say THANK YOU. Thank You
for this life experience that has allowed me to grow both professionally and as a person. Manolo, even though it fills my
heart with a little sadness to see you leave, I’m also aware of
the hard work you’ve done for CASA for the last 6 years.
I would also like to publicly welcome the new volunteers
joining us in this new term: Carmen, Taisha, Rodolfo and
Brenda. Thanks for stepping up on behalf of our Industry
and our Association; I’m very excited for this new dynamic
of working together for the next two years.
As a board, we make an effort to identify the necessity of
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The entire team at Promotional Products Association International is pleased to welcome you to this
year’s show. The contribution your regional association has made to the promotional products industry
by creating the ideal environment to showcase the latest products, the finest professional development
and countless business-building opportunities is commendable. Events like this support the industry’s
message that promotional products work!
The power of promotional products as an advertising medium has never been more evident. They are
the most cost effective way to reach a targeted audience and create a long-lasting impact on customers.
Our research indicates that 88% of those surveyed recalled the advertiser from a promotional product
received in the past 12 months. No other medium comes close to having that type of impact.
For more than 110 years, PPAI, has served as the largest international not-for-profit trade association for
the promotional products industry. Currently, we serve more than 14,000 industry company members
with a full suite of money and time-saving benefits. We also serve the $21+ billion promotional products
industry as a whole with our product safety, government relations and public relations efforts.
I encourage you to become a member of both your regional association and PPAI and join a growing
membership dedicated to supporting the community of promotional products suppliers, distributors and
multi-line reps as we continue to advocate for members and the promotional products industry.

Have a great show,

Paul Bellantone
Promotional Products Association International
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management session

11 TIPS for Managing Millennials
By: Susan M. Heathfield

T

he millennials joining your workforce now
are employees born between 1980 and 2000,
or 1981 and 1999, depending on the author.
Unlike the Gen-Xers and the Baby Boomers,
the Millennials have developed work characteristics and tendencies from doting parents, structured lives,
and contact with diverse people.
11 Tips for Millennial Management
Provide structure. Reports have monthly due dates. Jobs
have fairly regular hours. Certain activities are scheduled
every day. Meetings have agendas and minutes. Goals are
clearly stated and progress is assessed. Define assignments
and success factors.
Provide leadership and guidance. Millennials want to
look up to you, learn from you, and receive daily feedback
from you. They want “in” on the whole picture and to know
the scoop. Plan to spend a lot of time teaching and coaching
and be aware of this commitment to millennials when you
hire them. They deserve and want your very best investment
of time in their success.
Encourage the millennial’s self-assuredness, “can-do”
attitude, and positive personal self-image. Millennials are
ready to take on the world. Their parents told them they can
do it - they can. Encourage - don’t squash them or contain
them.
Take advantage of the millennial’s comfort level with
teams. Encourage them to join. They are used to working in
groups and teams. In contrast to the lone ranger attitude of
earlier generations, millennials actually believe a team can
accomplish more and better - they’ve experienced team success. Not just related to age, watch who joins the volleyball
match at the company picnic. Millennials gather in groups
and play on teams; you can also mentor, coach, and train
your millennials as a team.
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Listen to the millennial employee. Your millennial employees are used to loving parents who have scheduled their
lives around the activities and events of their children. These
young adults have ideas and opinions, and don’t take kindly
to having their thoughts ignored. After all, they had the best
listening, most child-centric audience in history.
Millennial employees are up for a challenge and change. Boring is bad. They seek ever-changing tasks within their
work. What’s happening next is their mantra. Don’t bore
them, ignore them, or trivialize their contribution.
Millennial employees are multi-taskers on a scale
you’ve never seen before. Multiple tasks don’t phase them.
Talk on the phone while doing email and answering multiple
instant messages. In fact, without many different tasks and
goals to pursue within the week, the millennials will likely
experience boredom.
Take advantage of your millennial employee’s computer, cell phone, and electronic literacy Are you a Boomer
or even an early Gen-Xer? The electronic capabilities of these employees are amazing. You have a salesman in China?
How’s the trip going? Old timers call and leave a message in
his hotel room. Or, you can have your millennial text message him in his meeting for an immediate response. The world
is wide, if not yet deep, for your millennial employees.
Capitalize on the millennial’s affinity for networking.
Not just comfortable with teams and group activities, your
millennial employee likes to network around the world electronically. Keep this in mind because they are able to post
their resume electronically as well on Web job boards viewed
by millions of employers. Sought after employees, they are
loyal, but they keep their options open – always.
Provide a life-work balanced workplace. Your millennials are used to cramming their lives with multiple activities. They may play on sports teams, walk for multiple causes,
spend time as fans at company sports leagues, and spend lots
(Go to page 13)
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SAY IT IN COLOR! Our New 4-Color Process Drinkware Will
Make Your Message Pop. Brighten Up Your Brand Today With
A Full-Color Imprint On Our Most Popular Drinkware Products.
#5899 - 24 Oz.
Poly-Clear™ Fitness Bottle

#5706 - 16 Oz. Swig
Stainless Steel Bottle

#5790 - 20 Oz.
Himalayan Tumbler

AVAILABLE ON
OVER 25 OF
OUR BEST SELLERS!

SPECIFICATIONS
4-Color Process Imprint On One Side.
IMPRINT AREAS:
Standard: Add .79(G) per piece.
Large: Add .99(G) per piece.
Wraparound: Not Available
SET UP CHARGE: $95.00 (G)
Repeat Set Up $50.00 (G)
Production Time: 7-10 Days
#5870 - 16 Oz.
Sunsplash Double
Wall Tumbler

For more information, please contact your Sales Representative or visit www.hitpromo.net.

selling tips

What Marketers Need to Know About
Selling To Millennials
By: Jeff Fromm, Contributor Forbes (www.forbes.com)

A

long with so many other myths about the
millennial generation, add that they are
disloyal and have no brand equity to the
list. While millennials are indeed choosier than generations past when it comes to
their selection of products and services, that does not mean
that they aren’t interested in finding the right brand for them
- one they can rely on both now and for future go-to purchases. In fact, a study conducted by Elite Daily found that
more than half of all millennials view themselves as extremely or quite loyal to their favorite brands. That’s a significant amount of sales potential.
So, why are brands struggling to sell to millennials in
today’s market?-Many brands are unfortunately still stuck
using sales techniques that were developed in the Industrial Revolution. Traditional techniques focus on the ABC
- always be closing - paradigm, but now it’s time to transition to a more evolved ABC approach. Instead of closing,
brands must be thinking about collaborating. The mindset
must change from closing a deal to creating an environment
of co-creation and collaboration. The more ownership a millennial has of a brand, the more likely they are to buy and
share with their friends. As a result, brands must offer justin-time content and information, access to social and peer
networks and clear visibility of an authentic and purposeful
brand story. If a brand and its sales force don’t exhibit these
characteristics, it won’t even make it into the consideration
set of a millennial consumer, let alone into their shopping
cart (physical or virtual).
Additionally, brands that aim to earn greater brand love
among a millennial audience must focus on three key tenets
of great brand communication: Frictionless Journey, Brand
Authority and Experiential Currency.
Frictionless Journey: Millennials utilize digital in all
facets of their lives. As most of this generation grew up in
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an era where the internet has always been accessible, making a purchase is not confined to a physical retail location.
This has resulted in a heightened expectation of brands to
deliver simplicity and instant reward at every level of brand
engagement. Millennials are also more likely to over-schedule themselves and consider being always on-the-go the
new normal. They constantly push the envelope to find ways
to get things accomplished faster, simpler and more conveniently. As a result of their digital savviness and constant
on-the-go mentality, Millennials demand a Frictionless
Journey from the brands they love. Brands that deliver of a
seamless customer experience at every touch point, whether
in-person or online, and have little to no barriers to purchase
are the ones that maintain repeat sales and loyalty among the
millennial audience. The simpler the path-to-purchase is for
millennials, the more likely they are to repeat the process.
On the other hand, if a brand’s path-to-purchase is filled with
discrepancies and aggravations, the less likely any consumer
will be to make another purchase. While this may seem like
a no-brainer, too many brands have not spent the time to
truly understand what their consumer journey looks like and
identify even the smallest points of friction that could deter
millennial purchase intent.
Brand Authority: Social media marketing as we knew it
is dead. Millennials have had such a great impact on the way
that marketing and sales professionals communicate brand
stories, messages, values and ideas thanks to their desire for
authentic, transparent and self-reflective content, that a new
standard has been set. That standard is built by understanding the Brand Authority framework. Brand Authority is
defined by the conversations a brand can be a part of that
extend beyond just the product or service offering. When
social media first became a major outlet for brand communications, too many brands simply applied traditional mass
(Go to page 13)
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Board of Directors
2017-2019
• President
Silvia González M., CAS, BASI
The Printer Lion
• Vice President
Marilyn D. Meléndez, CAS, BASI
United Forms & Graphics, Inc.
• Treasurer
Rodolfo Pascual
The Vernon Company
• Secretary
Taisha Rosario
Nelson Torres Advertising
• Director
Emibel Bravo
David Bravo Jr. & Asociados
• Director
Carmen Aquino
CAA Advertising
• Director
Brenda de la Vega
Promo Plus
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E

ducation is an investment for your career and yourself. Individuals with Certifications are seen as
Industry Leaders: those who have attained a higher
standard of professionalism, knowledge and experience. There
are two organizations offering certification for our Industry:
PPAI and ASI.
PPAI has 4 designations for the industry:
• Trained Advertising Specialist (TAS)
• Certified Advertising Specialist (CAS)
• Master Advertising Specialist (MAS)
• Master Adverting Specialist Plus (MAS+)
For more information on how to obtain PPAI certification got to: http://www.ppai.org/members/certification/

ASI has two certifications:

• Bachelor of Advertising Specialty Information (BASI)
• Master of Advertising Specialty Information (MASI)
For more information on how to obtain ASI certification
got to: http://www.asicentral.com/education
In Puerto Rico there are only a few people who have obtained their certification:
PPAI CERTIFICATIONS
ASI CERTIFICATIONS
• Frank Castro, MAS Lifetime Member (**)
Aurora Promotional Products
• Néstor Heredia, MAS Lifetime Member
A.N. Advertising
• José Molina, MAS (**)
The Vernon Company
• Jerry Delgado, MASI (**)
The Vernon Company
• Marilyn D. Meléndez, CAS, BASI (*) (**)
United Forms & Graphics, Inc.
• Silvia González M., CAS, BASI (*) (**)
The Printer Lion
(*) Also have the PPAI Product Safety Ambassador designation
(**) Are also recognized as a 2016 PPAI Fellow Inductee
We congratulate these distributors for their higher standards and commitment to our Industry.
We encourage everyone to join these elite group of professionals in the Island.
Revista EN ACCIÓN - publicación oficial de C.A.S.A.
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BULOVA.COM

My First Performance

BULOVACORPORATESALES.COM | 1.800.228.5682

PR Preferred

Vendors
AAKRON LINE
• Cindy Piscitelli

800-828-1570 x.238
CPiscitelli@aakronline.com

• Charles Cochran

SE Regional Manager
404-977-7725
ccochran@aakronrule.com

AIT Worldwide
Logistics

BIC GRAPHIC USA
Wilda Romero
888-446-5242
wilda.romero@
bicgraphic.com

BUDGETCARD, Inc.

787-769-1606
prquotes@
aitworldwide.com

Pat Dugan
800-451-8600
patriciadugan@
budgetcard.com

AMERICAN AD BAG

BULOVA

Gary Semrow
800-382-6844
sem463@aol.com

BAMBAMS

Zack Harvey
703-260-6815
zharvey@bambams.com

HIT PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS

Liza Pickens
727-541-5561
lpickens@hitpromo.net

Angie Bergler
Ph: 800-873-1705
Fax: 800-873-1751
angie@expressabutton.
com

Tracey Stingley
Regional Sales Manager
866-231-4309
tracey.stingley@perry.com

PCNA (Bullet/Leed’s/Journal Books/Trimark)

• Mike Sasario Jr.

305-764-6400
msasario@pcna.com

• Patti Adair

padair@pcna.com

Mark Jenkins
1-800-685-4441
mark.jenkins@
pioneerballoon.com
www.pioneerline.com

Ryan Zvibleman
239-331-5550, ext 305
Ryan@loksak.com

EXPRESS A BUTTON

PERRY ELLIS

PIONEER BALLONS

LOKSAK

Paulo Tang
Ph: 856-486-1882
Fax: 856-486-7582
paulo@apolloemb.com

Jennifer Madai
815-9855766
madai@bagmakersinc.
com

Harvey Mackler
800-243-4321
harvey@gempire.com

Yadira Rosario
787-222-6424
yrosario@bulova.com

APOLLO USA

BAG MAKERS, INC

GEMPIRE/
FLORAL PROMOTIONS

OUTDOOR CAP

Michael A. Kogutt, MAS, MASI
Director of Sales
Promotional Products
214-232-6490

michael.kogutt@
outdoorcap.com

ORBUS Antilles
Display & Exhibit Group
Rafael A. Dolagaray
787-288-3540
r.dolagaray@
orbusantilles.com

PRO TOWELS

Jennifer Gambrell
Senior Director of Marketing
800-547-8783, ext. 1047
jgambrell@
protowels.com

PWS PRODUCTS

Daniel Pendleton
678-677-3432
daniel@
gopwsproducts.com
www.gopwsproducts.com

RuMe GrandSuite

action@brandsuite.co
Ph: 303-799-4256
www.brandsuite.co

Directory

updated 3/2017

SAGE

VITRONIC/CROWN

Andy Evans
d. 214-560-4526
Ph: 800-925-7243,
ext 4526
andyevans@sageworld.
com

SANFORD

Tod Peppler
407-271-2005
Todd.peppler@newllco.
com

Eli Leal
800-944-9957
eleal@imagenbrands.com

THE MAGNET GROUP
Ray Jimenez
626-290-4281
rayj@themagnetgroup.
com

SELLOS TITAN

Ernie Quintana
651-242-3326
equintana@
signzoneinc.com

SPECTOR AND CO.

• Jennifer Young
800-721-8237, Ext. 253
jyoung@spectorandco.
com
• Eric Thibault
305-321-8686
eric@spectorandco.com

SABINA

Jessica Atterberry
419-720-4033
jatterberry@sabina-usa.
com

Edward Contreras
800-345-1875
ed@edcoplastics.com

VULINE

Ricardo Jimenez
787-787-9836
info@sellostitan.com

SHOWDOWN
DISPLAYS

UNIVERSAL
AUTO FRAMES

Laurence Giles
Off. 305-888-4430
Cell 305-790-2032
laurence@vulinedirect.
com

TSF SPORTSWEAR/
TSFPR

Maria Rivera
787-784-1937
marivera@tsfsportswear.
com

techie

10 Technology Trends That Will Drive
Small Business Success in 2017
By: Murray Goldstein (www.blue.com)

T

echnology moves fast. So fast that we’re looking for the next big thing before the last big
thing becomes big. The willingness to embrace new technology and understand trends
can make or break a company’s success. Predicting what’s next can be difficult. Internet marketing, social
media, and e-commerce were all just ideas at one point in
time, yet they’ve now turned the business world on its head.
Here are some of the biggest business and technology
trends we expect to see in the next calendar year.
1. Virtual Offices: As millennials slowly take over the
workforce, it’s important for businesses to realize that their
employees don’t work in the same way as previous generations. The ability to work remotely is important to a lot of
younger professionals because it is a generation of convenience and streamlining. Millennial employees value their
time and want to maintain a work-life balance. Forbes highlighted remote work as a business trend to watch back in
2015, and this trend has only become more and more relevant
to small business owners. As new technology and practices
emerge, the need for brick-and-mortar offices is no longer
necessary. By adopting virtual and remote workspaces, your
company can become more attractive to a new generation of
movers and shakers while saving significant expense on the
overhead of a large physical office.
2. Partnerships: At one point in time, your company was
enough. You worked within your team on your products and
used your advertising dollars to put them in front of people. Today, however, it’s nearly impossible to work alone and
find that same level of success. Businesses are now teaming
up with publishers, platforms, content creators and online
influencers to push their products and services, connecting
with consumers across the digital ecosystem. Building those
partnerships will be key to future success.
3. Original Content: The needs of the average consumer
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have changed drastically with evolving technology. Customers are loyal to brands that share their values, but how
exactly do you show your consumers that your values align
with theirs? The answer is high quality, original content.
Companies that have embraced content creation as part of
their model are more valuable to their customers. A clothing
brand may publish a blog on the best buys for fall, while a
popular snack maker can share videos full of tips and tricks
for pulling off a last-minute cocktail party. Companies that
insert themselves into the lives of their customers by creating
valuable content will build better brand loyalty in the short
and long term.
4. Live Video: The web has seen the rise of live streaming
over the past year. Most companies have figured out video in
its traditional shoot-edit-distribute form, but live streaming
puts viewers right there, as the action happens happening.
Live video is less polished and more real, giving authenticity
to your content. It also encourages viewer interaction as the
live stream happens. Companies that figure out how to make
live streaming work for them, be it with events or web series,
will turn far more existing customers into ambassadors for
their brand.
5. APIs: It’s no secret at this point that in order for a company to be successful, they can’t rely on only one avenue to
connect with their customers. But at the same time, marketing and selling your products on a multitude of platforms
can easily lead to redundancy and confusion. Application
programming interfaces (or API’s for short) help to solve
this issue by giving companies the opportunity to tie multiple platforms together.
6. Secure In-Person Payments: Buyers want to ensure
that their data and personal information is safe. Over the
last year, banks and credit card companies have aggressively
replaced the traditional magnetic stripe cards with those that
have the micro- or smart-chip, as this technology better safeRevista EN ACCIÓN - publicación oficial de C.A.S.A.

guards personal data against breaches. Companies who don’t
adjust to accept the cards in their new form (meaning they
continue to use swipe machines, rather than the more and
more common “dip” option) in the next year will lose credibility among their customers.
7. Focus on Mobile Ads: In the last two years, mobile usage has exceeded that of traditional desktop or laptop
computers. People are doing everything on their mobile devices: reading, banking, shopping, gaming … you name it. As
a result, ad spending on mobile is expected to surpass desktop ad spending for the first time in 2017. According to Reuters, brands worldwide will spend nearly $100 billion dollars
on mobile ads in the next calendar year. To reach customers
right where they are, the smartest small business owners will
follow these footsteps to focus on mobile advertising going
forward.
8. Consistency Between Platforms: Companies are reaching their customers in so many different places: website,
search engines, social media, video ads, blog etc. And in all

those places, the messaging and branding needs to be consistent and positive. If a customer looks at a company’s website
and then clicks over to their Facebook page, it should have
the same look and message from platform to platform.
9. Augmented and Virtual Reality: Up until the booming success of Pokemon GO, augmented and virtual reality
was mostly reserved for gaming. But, as the game exploded
in popularity, so did a mainstream shift of the technology,
and businesses have since been tripping over themselves to
find a way to leverage this technology. AR and VR provides a
unique way for consumers to have a memorable interaction
with a brand through “gamification.”
10. Data, Data, Data: The importance of big data cannot be overstated in today’s business world. The amount of
information available is overwhelming, but using it correctly opens up infinite doors into the minds and lives of consumers. Businesses have a real opportunity to use data and
analytics to understand what their customer’s wants and
need, and how they can monetize that information. ❚

(From page 4 - Management Session)

kplace. They want to make friends in their workplace. Worry if your millennial employees aren’t laughing, going out
with workplace friends for lunch, and helping plan the next
company event or committee. Help your long-term employees make room for the millennials.
Make your millennial employees happy in a fun, yet
structured setting, and you are building the foundation for
the superior workforce you desire. You are developing the
workforce of your future. ❚

of time with family and friends. They work hard, but they
are not into the sixty hour work weeks defined by the Baby
Boomers. Home, family, spending time with the children
and families, are priorities. Don’t lose sight of this. Balance
and multiple activities are important to these millennial employees. Ignore this to your peril.
Provide a fun, employee-centered workplace. Millennials want to enjoy their work. They want to enjoy their wor(From page 6 - Sellings Tips)

media marketing behaviors to the new medium. What they
failed to remember is that a new market requires new rules. In
order to stay relevant in today’s social landscape, brands must
think beyond the product and ask themselves how they can
become a part of culture versus just a part of a use case. Understanding what authority a brand has beyond the product or
service allows it to be a part of conversations that truly matter to
its customers. And if millennials are the target, it is evident that
they pay more attention to a brand with a point of view beyond
its products or services. An organization’s Brand Authority
should serve as the foundation for its overarching communication strategy, which extends beyond just social media.
Experiential Currency: Millennials are well known for
valuing experiences over things - three in four would rather pay for an experience than a product. These experiences range in magnitude and price but all have one thing in
common: they are not just a commodity product that can
be packaged and sold on a store shelf. Rather, they enable
millennials to co-create, participate and innovate. As brands
Revista EN ACCIÓN - publicación oficial de C.A.S.A.

begin to offer more experiences, consumers begin to capture
those moments as another form of currency -- experiential
currency. This is defined as the non-financial social assets
that modern consumers use to determine market worth. The
more currency your brand provides, the greater the value.
When brands create shareable experiences, they are accruing
experiential currency. When this capital is shared, it spreads
information about the brand to an entire network that may
have not been previously connected. To stay ahead, bands
must leverage the power that this currency holds to get modern consumers in the door or on their platform.
The bottom line is that it is not enough for brands to sell
in a way that is reminiscent of the Industrial Revolution era.
Instead, they must focus on what influential millennial consumers are really looking for: the ability to collaborate with
a brand, make a simple and seamless transaction, participate
in meaningful conversations, and take part in the experiences they want to share. If brands do this, they will undoubtedly gain the traction they desire with the modern consumers they need in order to succeed in the future. ❚
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SAVINGS

On

Products

#1

Best Seller
For Suppliers

PANTONE FORMULA GUIDE
Solid Coated & Solid Uncoated

139

RETAIL PRICE $155

REGIONAL
MEMBER
PRICE

$

*

Recommended
For Distributors

PANTONE COLOR BRIDGE
Coated & Uncoated Set

250

RETAIL PRICE $279

REGIONAL
MEMBER
PRICE

$

*

Coated Only

159

RETAIL PRICE $175

REGIONAL
MEMBER
PRICE

14

$

*

Pricing subject to change without notice. PPAI is an authorized Pantone® Partner.
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regionalassociation.org/pantone

See Us At Booth #105
for your free bag sample.

Live
Offering Promotional Solutions in

OVER 15 categories
Featuring OVER 40 brands and
retail partners you know & love

On Bags, Ribbons
And Bows

With Product Safety & Compliance
standards that we stand behind
so you can feel

confident

Visit us at our CASA Show Booth!
bicgraphic.com

#livebicgraphic

The BIC Graphic logo, bicgraphic.com and all related trademarks, logos, and trade dress are trademarks
or registered trademarks of BIC Corporation and/or its affiliates or licensors in the United States and other
countries and may not be used without written permission. ©2017 BIC Graphic USA, Clearwater, FL 33760.

bagmakersinc.com | 800-458-9031 |

fax 800-458-9023

asi/37940 | PPAI 111408 | SAGE 50422

Diez Razones principales para hacer
negocios con GEMPIRE/Floral Promotions
Razón #10: Fundado hace 42 años, GEMPIRE tiene la experencia
que usted puede confiar
Razón # 9: “No” es una palabra que rara vez usamos
Razón # 8: Ofrecemos envíos a Puerto Rico por USPS
Razón # 7: Productos fabricados en Estados Unidos y disponibles
en corto tiempo
Razón # 6: GEMPIRE es mas que alfileres. Nuestros productos y
procesos son exclusivos
Razón # 5: Visitamos la Isla dos veces al año. Somos accesibles y
responsables
Razón # 4: Especial por nuestro Vigésimo aniversario, reciba un
20% de descuento con Floral Promotions
Razón # 3: CREATIVIDAD es nuestro segundo nombretrabajamos con usted para diseñar un producto
personalizado para su cliente
Razón # 2: Con GEMPIRE usted recibe costos combinados con
una orden de diferentes artículos con el mismo logo
La Razón #1 para hacer negocio con GEMPIRE:

NOS PREOCUPAMOS POR NUESTROS CLIENTES
ASI 55610 • PPAI 113471 • UPIC GEMPIRE • SAGE 55367

C.A.S.A.

invited
President and Vice President
to their Plant

Thanks to:
Jill, Cleo, Wilda, Deb, Philip, Matt, Emmanuel, and Rob
for being such nice hosts!
C.A.S.A.’s B.O.D. has a deep
commitment to our Association and
the Industry. For that reason, in
January, Silvia and Marilyn attended
the ASI SHOW in Orlando to promote the TROPICAL SHOW.
They spent two full days promoting the Association and the tradeshow to pre-identified suppliers from
the East coast. They spoke to over 95
suppliers from 80 different companies. This initiative had a huge impact for C.A.S.A., as some suppliers
did not know our existence and
many showed a lot of interest in coming to Puerto Rico either this year
or in 2018. As a result of this trip, we
are welcoming 6 new Supplier members. Here are some pictures of our
assignment.
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in
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ZACK / T994

2-IN-1 CHARGING KIT
You won’t want to give Zack back! Its retractable
USB cable and 2-in-1 plug for Android and iOS
devices makes keeping your charging cables
organized a cinch. Flip the top and pull the cables
out to charge your smartphone or tablet via a
power source and then when you are done, simply
unplug the cables and give it a tug to retract the
cables back into the rubberized case for easy
storage and portability. No more tangled cables or
getting your wires crossed.
All applicable set-ups and running charges apply.
Please visit SPECTORANDCO.COM for full details.

Perry Ellis International, 3000 NW 107 Avenue, Miami, FL 33172. Official licensee of Callaway Golf Company.

Caribbean Advertising Specialties Association (C.A.S.A.), fundada en el 1989, es la única asociación
comercial sin fines de lucro dedicada al desarrollo de los profesionales de la industria de los Productos
Promocionales de Puerto Rico y del Caribe.

